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Description: Resobox Gallery is proud to present an exhibition of Nineteenth-Century 

hand-colored photographs of Japanese entrepreneurial class culture from The Burns 

Archive. 

 

Date: Friday, September 12, 2014 to Thursday, October 10, 2014 

Opening Reception: Friday, September 12, 2014, 7:00 – 9:00 P.M. 

Please RSVP to the opening reception at info@resobox.com. 

 

Where: RESOBOX Gallery  

41-26 27th St. Long Island City, NY 11101  

(Between Queens Plaza North and 41 St. Ave.) 

Subway: Take N, Q, or 7 to Queensboro Plaza or E,M,R to Queens Plaza 

 

Gallery Hours: 

Mon – Fri: 11:00 A.M. – 5:00 P.M.      Sat: 12:00 P.M. – 5:00 P.M.     Sun: Closed 

Contact: Takashi Ikezawa, 718-784-3680, info@resobox.com 

 

Event Page: http://resobox.com/japan-an-island-nation-1870-1890/ 

Interview with Stanley and Elizabeth Burns: http://youtu.be/tOYafzW_Ahk 

 

Exhibit Overview 

Resobox Gallery is proud to present an exhibition of Nineteenth-Century hand-colored 

photographs of Japanese entrepreneurial class culture from The Burns Archive. 

The images in this exhibition showcase the best of Japanese photographs that were 

made to show the perceived exotic nature of Japan to the West. Several of the great 

early photographers’ studios are represented, including Kusakabe Kimbei, Felice 

Beato, and Baron von Stillfried. These photographers, under government supervision, 

documented the artisans, shopkeepers and workers that made up the bulk of the 

Japanese middle and working class entrepreneurial society. It was critical for 

Japanese ‘public relations’ of the era to put a face on Japan’s people and products. 

They were being exported for the first time to international fairs and expositions. It was 

through these fairs and photographs that the world was introduced to Japan. These 

photographs were presented in albums, which tourists brought back to the West. 
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The Burns Collection 

Stanley B. Burns, MD, FACS a New York City ophthalmologist and Clinical Professor 

of Medicine and Psychiatry, New York University: Langone Medical Center is an 

internationally distinguished author, curator, historian, collector, and archivist. In 1975, 

he began collecting historic photography with an emphasis on unique photographs not 

available anywhere else. In 1977, he founded The Burns Archive to share his 

discoveries and began his writing career. Dr. Burns’ collection of vintage photographs 

(1840-1950) has been generally recognized as the most important private 

comprehensive collection of early photography. 

Dr. Burns began collecting vintage Japanese photographs in 1976. At that time, entire 

albums that were created for the tourist trade were readily available. Over the years, 

he published several of the photographs in various magazines, and included the 

images in his exhibitions on hand-colored photography. During the 1990s, he donated 

over two hundred of the images to museums, notably in California where museums 

were particularly interested in Japanese photography. Working with his daughter, 

Elizabeth, they have produced several exhibits and publications on Japanese 

photography. 

The Burns’ in their research on hand-colored photography were immediately drawn to 

the work of Japanese colorists. While it was the beauty of the images that first 

attracted their attention, the subject matter soon intrigued them. They began 

concentrating on various topics such as Geisha, Samurai, and occupational images. 

Hand-colored photographs were individually painted and were often printed on order; 

therefore identical photographs could look entirely different. Attribution of the 

photographs has been a perplexing subject, as photographers because of travel 

restrictions traded copy negatives so that professionals in each city had a full range of 

photographs for sale. 

In 2006, Dr. Burns and Elizabeth produced their book on Geisha and Oiran. One 

objective was to explain the nature of each occupation. The published photographs 

focused on showing the difference in clothing and how the tying of the obi clearly 

distinguished these women. Geisha with an elaborate obi tied with a large bow in back 

and Oiran with an obi tied in front. 

In the current exhibit "Japan: An Island Nation", Dr. Burns and Elizabeth continue their 

exploration of photography in Meiji Japan. The photographs taken by noted 

commercial photographers document the landscape, ports and people working on the 

water. The images offer a glimpse into the visual landscape of Meiji Japan, where 

water played such an important role. 

 

Burns Archive Website: http://www.burnsarchive.com/ 
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